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Abstract
The problem of the culturally conditioned use of Russian interrogative communicatives (colloq),
is solved in the article on the background of the equivalent English disjunctive question (in
which the verbal-subjective inversion and different polarity are used, for example, didnt she,
haven't they, doesn't it ) and the Japanese particle ne. In English such communicatives include
the second part  of  the disjunctive question (didn't  she?,  isn't  she?),  synonymous with the
Japanese particle ne? and Russian particles? In the Russian language there are two groups of
communicatives that can be translated into English by a disjunctive question: 1) particles that
call  for agreement and synonymous with them; 2) particles that are not synonymous with
communicatives, calling for agreement. Sentences with Russian particles and synonymous with
them, as well as particlesare translated into English by a disjunctive question with a greater or
lesser  degree  of  frequency.  Sentences  with  such  particles  as  are  translated  mainly  by  a
disjunctive  question.  For  sentences  with  particles  the  translation  by  a  general  or  special
question is more typical, although such sentences can as well have the disjunctive question as
an English equivalent, that indicates the importance for Anglo-American thinking to emphasize
the right of every person to express his opinion openly (agreement or disagreement with the
point of view of the addressee).
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